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In the new edition, a ‘Quick revision’ section has been included at the end of each topic for last minute revision before examinations. ‘High yield points’ and ‘Aid to remember’ have been included in the chapters for last minute revision. Many new mnemonics are added. MCQs right up to 2021 have been added from all exams.

KEY FEATURES

- The first, most detailed, complete color dermatology book dedicated to PGMEE.
- Covers all MCQs till November 2021, covering all exams.
- Based on Latest Standard Textbooks Fitzpatrick 8/e, Rook's 9/e, Bologna 3/e, Habif 5/e, Andrews 11/e, McKee 4/e, King Holmes 4/e, Lever 10/e, IAL 2/e
- High-yield charts, Aid to remember, Mnemonics, conceptual diagrams in every chapter.
- Quick revision segment at the end of the chapter for last minute revision.
- Includes New INI-CET Pattern Questions.
- Charts and special features of 'How to diagnose in an MCQ' to help in the real-world scenario.
- Integrated approach with 797 color images interspersed within the text.
- 200 hand-drawn illustrations for ease of understanding.
- Online index.

READERSHIP

- A must-buy book for INI-CET, NEET, All India, AIIMS, PGI, JIPMER, DNB Questions and State Entrance Exams.